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Book Four in the Magic Kingdom of Landover series Everything should have been quiet and

pleasant for Ben Holiday, former Chicago lawyer become sovereign of the Magic Kingdom of

Landover. But it wasn't. Horris Kew, conjurer, confidence-man, and trickster, had returned to

Landover from Ben's own world. Alas, Horris had not returned of his own volition - he had been sent

by the Gorse, a sorcerer of great evil, whom Horris had unwittingly freed from the magic Tangle

Box, where it had long ago been imprisoned by the fairy folk. Now it had returned to enslave those

who had once dared to condemn it. But first, it would rid Landover of all who could stand in its way .

. . Soon Ben found himself imprisoned within the gloom of the Tangle Box, lost in the mists and its

labyrinthine ways. The only one who could free Ben from the tangle box was the lady Willow. But

she had disappeared, gone from Landover on a mysterious mission of her own. . .
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Brooks continues the magical adventures of Ben Holiday, ex-trial lawyer and now the reigning ruler

in the Magic Kingdom of Landover. This latest installment in the series is slower and less charming

than its predecessors ( Magic Kingdom for Sale--Sold! ; Wizard at Large) , but it is still likely to

please readers already hooked. Horris Kew and his talking avian sidekick are brought back from

Earth to Landover, where Horris is tricked into letting the Gorse, an evil spirit, out of the Tangle Box,

where it has spent a very long time dwelling on its entrapment by the fairies. Now the Gorse wants



to overrun Landover and manages to imprison Ben Holiday, the witch Nightshade and the dragon

Strabo inside the Tangle Box. Holiday's wife, the non-human Queen Willow, is pregnant and must

perform her own difficult quest to ensure a healthy birthing for the child. Meanwhile, with Holiday out

of the way, the sinister Gorse coerces Horris into creating serious mischief in the Kingdom. This

rather haphazard tale liberally inserts many of the characters made popular in previous books,

which may be an asset for hardcore readers who like their fantasy lite. Author tour. Copyright 1994

Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate Audio CD edition.

Ex-lawyer Ben Holiday's peaceful reign as king of the magic realm of Landover takes a decided turn

for the worse with the arrival of con man and conjurer Horris Kew, an unwitting agent for an evil

power that seeks to control the good folk of the kingdom. Where Brooks's popular Shannara novels

(The Talismans of Shannara, LJ 2/ 15/93) pay tribute to traditional epic fantasy, his Landover

series-of which this is the latest-displays the author's genuine flair for humorous fantasy. A good

selection for most fantasy collections, and one that will probably be in demand.Copyright 1994 Reed

Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate Audio CD edition.

Can't go wrong with Terry Brooks

I am the bigggest Brooks fan. I am revisiting the Landover series and just finished The Tangle Box. I

loved that this book brought in some new surprises. I don't want to spoil anything but I was

surprisingly shocked by Bigger's Karmic departure at the end of the book, as well as the relationship

between Ben and Nightshade and of course the birth of Ben and Willow's daughter. This book has

surely set a new landscape for Witches Brew, (which I am reading now) allowing for an expansion of

the storyline. I think the Landover series would be a huge success as a motion picture series. Hope

it happens:)

Lots of fun to read. I also purchased the Audible version so I could listen to it in the carand the

narration was very well done. If you like the Landover series, this is a must read.

Brooks does it again with another follow on in the Landover series.

Love the book. Great series too :)



Good book!!

All of Terry Brooks works are wonderful.

Love love love all Terry Brooks series.
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